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Say hello to Britain’s most powerful mixer showers. When it comes to mixers, no-one out-performs Mira. Heavily investing 
in the research and development of patented technology, Mira showers deliver a great performance every time.

Mira is Britain’s No.1 choice for the professional shower installer.
With great availability across the showers range, products that are easy to install, unbeatable performance, 
proven reliability and after-sales support that’s second to none it’s no wonder Mira is the installers’ favourite!

Introduction to Mira Showers

*Eco only *Eco only

Image: Verve Deck Mount BSM Valve Only

Select EV

Select Flex EV
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*Only for use with a Whale Pump.  
Whale Pump not included.

Mira has a range of electric showers to suit every plumbing system in any home. But, if the job dictates you have 
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Say hello to Britain’s most powerful mixer showers. When it comes to mixers, no-one out-performs Mira. Heavily investing 
in the research and development of patented technology, Mira showers deliver a great performance every time.
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Say hello to Britain’s most powerful mixer showers. When it comes to mixers, no-one out-performs Mira. Heavily investing 
in the research and development of patented technology, Mira showers deliver a great performance every time.

*Versus Mira Logic at 0.5 bar pressure

*image: Excel BSM Valve Only

For use with all Mira Mini Mixer Valves
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Mira has a range of electric showers to suit every plumbing system in any home. But, if the job dictates you have 

™
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With a heavy duty internal pump that can deliver upwards of 12 litres of water per minute, a 

This exciting collection of taps has been designed to complement any bathroom beautifully.  
Within the range there are seven stunning designs, each with their own distinct and unique look.
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This exciting collection of taps has been designed to complement any bathroom beautifully.  
Within the range there are seven stunning designs, each with their own distinct and unique look.
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retaining ring, showerhead and hose all in one box - everything you need to upgrade your shower.
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From soap dishes to shower seats, with Mira you can add whatever you need to create your ideal shower.
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From soap dishes to shower seats, with Mira you can add whatever you need to create your ideal shower.
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SHOWER WALL PANELS (INCLUDES CORNER JOINT)

SPLASHBACK PANELS JOINT STRIP PACKS
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PIVOT DOOR BI-FOLD DOOR SLIDING DOOR QUADRANT DOOR

SIDE PANELS

INLINE PANEL

FILLER

CORNER ENTRY DIVIDER PANEL BATHSCREENS
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PIVOT DOOR BI-FOLD DOOR SLIDING DOOR

DOUBLE SLIDING DOOR*

*Combine Sliding Doors with Sliding 
Panels. Both parts required.

(Featuring CleanCoat  technology)*

PENTAGON PANELS*

*Combine with Leap 760mm Pivot or 
Bi-fold Door. Both parts required.

QUADRANT DOOR*

*Combine Quadrant Doors with Quadrant 
panels. Both parts required.panels. Both parts required.
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(Featuring CleanCoat  technology)*

BATHSCREENS SIDE PANEL*

*Mix any Mira Leap Door with any Mira 
Panel to create a corner enclosure.

INLINE PANEL*

*Combine an Inline Panel with a Pivot or 
Bi-fold Door for an extended enclosure.

FILLER SECTION

DIVIDER PANEL
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Mira Flight trays are made from strong acrylic-capped resin 

strong as ever, 90mm Mira Flight trays now come in a sleek 

They also feature BioCote® technology to reduce 
bacteria and mould growth by up to 99.9%. 

Mira Flight Shower Trays

(FOR MIRA LEAP WALK-IN ENCLOSURES)

Note: All trays come with waste included. Other tray sizes and upstand options available on request.

All dimensions in mm.
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Mira Flight Low Shower Trays
The lighter, tougher, lower shower tray.

incredibly tough and unbelievably light, it’s also one of the lowest trays 
on the market, at just 40mm as opposed to the standard 90mm height.

® protection and 

All dimensions in mm.
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Say hello to Britain’s most powerful mixer showers. When it comes to mixers, no-one out-performs Mira. Heavily investing 
in the research and development of patented technology, Mira showers deliver a great performance every time.
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Mira digital showers use separate mixer unit and shower controls. This means you can mount 
the slim mixer unit away from the shower offering easier access for servicing. 

Ceiling FedRear Fed Ceiling FedRear Fed Mode Dual Bath

Controller Bath Fill
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Mira digital showers use separate mixer unit and shower controls. This means you can mount 
the slim mixer unit away from the shower offering easier access for servicing. 
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Mira has a range of electric showers to suit every plumbing system in any home. But, if the job dictates you have 

Galena - Slate effect
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retaining ring, showerhead and hose all in one box - everything you need to upgrade your shower.
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From soap dishes to shower seats, with Mira you can add whatever you need to create your ideal shower.

(Featuring CleanCoat  technology)*

WALK-IN PANELS
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Mira Flight Safe Shower Trays
Don’t stand on anything less!
Our Mira Flight Safe tray is an anti-slip tray like no other. Covered in 
the exclusive Mira Safe coating, this tray exceeds the most stringent 
independently tested anti-slip test, passing at the highest – Class C.

® protection and 

All dimensions in mm.
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Mira Flight Safe Colour Shower Trays
Don’t stand on anything less!
Our Mira Flight Safe tray is an anti-slip tray like no other. Covered in 
the exclusive Mira Safe coating, this tray exceeds the most stringent 
independently tested anti-slip test, passing at the highest – Class C.

® protection and 
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For full Mira spares please contact our o ce on 

01495 767600 

KO.1.451.71.3 
Mira New cartridge assembly  
 

£160.44 

KO.1.1595.039.7 
Mira discovery cartridge 
 

£88.07 

 

KO.1.903.33.6.0 
Mira cartridge assembly excel  
 

£160.44 

KO.1.450.24.3 
Mira SP clamp bkt assy chrome 
 

£19.30 

KO.1.902.55.3.0 
Mira cart assy black to suit 415 
 

£61.53 

KO.1.411.94.1.0 
Mira Slide Bar Fixing Pack 
 

£7.70 




